A deep neural network based architecture was constructed to predict amino acid side chain conformation with unprecedented accuracy.
Introduction
hierarchical manner along the multiple Chi angles of each side chain(13). As a result, in the SCWRL4 side chain rotamer library, Arg has 81 subclasses and Phe has 27 subclasses. We reasoned such a hierarchical classification method may be spatially too sparse to cover enough conformational space. Instead, we adopted a flat structure to classify the side chain conformations of each amino acid based on the geometrical differences among the side chain conformations using a k-means clustering algorithm (20) . Details on the Accutar rotamer library is provided in Supplementary   Table 1 .
Protein conformation can be encoded by both backbone information and side chain conformation. Since the backbone conformation encoded in 3D image format was going to be used in our CNN model, we decided to construct the amino acid side chain rotamer library in a backbone-independent fashion, which also reduced the number of side chain rotamers. In fact, using this strategy, we were able to classify the side chains into fewer classes, which covered conformational space more efficiently as shown by the theoretic limit cumulative distribution functions (CDF) plot (Fig.1) . In this analysis, the theoretic limit CDF function measures the probability of a theoretical model deviates from its genuine structure at a certain RMSD cutoff. The CDF was defined as follows:
This calculation was based on the assumption that the side chain conformations of all amino acids in a protein have been fully represented by the rotamer nearest to the genuine conformation. Hence, the deviation (measured by RMSD) between the genuine structure and models, represented by different rotamer libraries including the SCWRL4 rotamer library, Duke rotamer library or Accutar rotamer library, could be measured and used to calculate the CDF functions. Under this assumption, an ideal classification method should produce a lower theoretical limit RMSD using a relatively low number of classes. As shown in Fig. 1 , across all amino acid types, using a RMSD cutoff of 0.5 Å, the Accutar rotamer Library (colored red in Fig. 1 ) covered more conformational space than the current standard backbone-dependent rotamer library, the SCWRL4
Rotamer Library by ~20% (colored blue in We used a 3D CNN architecture implemented with the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK)(23) to model the protein side chain conformation from its environment (Fig. 2a) . This 9-layer network accepts graphic input of an amino acid adopting certain rotamer with its environment, and it outputs a probability score of different potential rotamers.
Every input amino acid was aligned by their Cα, amine and carboxyl group so that the amino acid to be predicted and its neighboring environment were firstly quantized into a 3D voxel grid (24) representing the position and interaction of all related atoms. The voxel grid was then fed through several 3D convolutional and pooling layers to predict a feasibility score for each conformation. The modeled feasibility score was then trained over a large protein structure database so that different conformations could be compared to predict the most favorable conformation of an amino acid given its environment.
To understand how the CNN model represents and learns useful atomic interaction features, we analyzed the trained CNN model by visualizing its convolutional layer filters(23). The input patches, which maximally activates a filter in the first convolution layer, are shown (Fig. 2b) . Each group of five patches in one column in the figure corresponds to a single filter in the first convolution layer. The red cube designates the input region. As can be seen, the neural network was able to capture many interesting and useful features, such as disulfide bonds (left panel of 
Internal ranking model performance of CNN architecture
The CNN architecture centered on a ranking model-based training algorithm (the detailed ranking algorithm is provided in the Methods), because, for every querying residue with an amino acid type specified, the CNN needed to rank the likelihood of all possible rotamers in that specific position. The internal ranking model performance with respect to different amino acid types are provided in fig. S2 . We noted, the ranking model had a precision rate of ~60% for top picks for most amino acid types including aromatic residues, whereas the performances were relatively modest in charged amino acids. More specifically, the precision rates occurred in the range of 30−40% for top picks for Lys, Glu and Gln which suggested there is room to improve on these residues in the future.
Leave-one-out (LOO) side chain prediction test to evaluate the predictor
Traditionally, the performances of different protein side chain conformation prediction programs are hard to compare due to different judgement criteria or different testing sets used. In order to evaluate our CNN method head-to-head against the current popular SCWRL4 method, we adopted a more unbiased leave-one-out (LOO) test, using the same 379 PDB testing datasets from the original SCWRL4 paper. To avoid using evaluation data in the training procedure, the structures with a sequence similarity of 70% of any testing structures were excluded from CNN training sets.
Using this approach, the two methods were allowed to run a sequential prediction for every individual amino acid along the protein sequence with all other residues conformations given for each test. After the LOO test was allowed to run through all the structures in the testing set and instead of using the Chi-angle criteria used previously, we decided to use a more unbiased RMSD criteria to evaluate the deviations between the predicted model and experimentally determined model (set as ground truth), which allowed us to compare the relative performance of the SCWRL4 method and the CNN method. Overall, we noticed that the CNN method outperformed the SCWRL4 method in all 20 amino acid subtypes in RMSD values (Fig. 3) . Using the RMSD value of 0.5 Å as a cut-off (i.e. by only comparing the accuracy rate of predicted side chain conformation deviates from the observed side chain conformation by a per-atom distance of within 0.5 Å RMSD range), the CNN method on average showed ~25% higher accuracy rate than that of SCWRL4 method.
More striking performance improvements of ~40% were observed in aromatic residues and long side-chain residues ( fig. S3) fig. S6 . Atoms of the side chain conformation to be predicted and of its environment were extracted into separated channels to be able to distinguish them. As a result, a total of 46 input channels were used (layer 0). The neural network accepts a voxel grid of the quantized amino acid environment and approximates a piecewise ranking score. The 20*20*20 voxel was fed through a 3*3*3 convolutional layer and a 5*5*5 convolutional layer, with a 2*2*2 max pool subsampling. Then another 3*3*3 and 5*5*5 convolutional layers were applied. Finally, a global average pooling layer was used to aggregate information from the entire grid and several fully connected layers were applied subsequently to project the output to a scalar score. ReLU non-linearity was used throughout the process except the output layer, where a sigmoid non-linearity was used to map the output to probability of range 
